CHEMICAL PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Type B - Doffing

01 OPERATIONS TEAM CLEANS THE OUTSIDE OF THE SUIT BEFORE REMOVAL

02 MAINTAIN AIRWAY PROTECTION BY REMOVING MASK TOWARDS END OF DOFFING PROCESS

03 REMOVE PATIENT CARE GLOVES (IF WORN)

04 REMOVE TAPE AT TOP OF NECK AND OPEN SEAL ALONG ZIPPER

05 LOOSEN AND REMOVE BELT

06 REMOVE THE SUIT HOOD
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07. Remove tape securing outer protective gloves.

08. Remove outer protective gloves.

09. Remove suit touching only internal surfaces. Doffing partner should only touch exterior.

10. Slide the suit down so the person can sit.

11. Remove tape at the top of the outer boots.

12. Remove the outer boots.
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13. REMOVE THE LOWER PART OF SUIT

14. GATHER UP SUIT AND DISCARD

15. REMOVE TAPE AT TOP OF INNER BOOT LINERS

16. REMOVE INNER BOOT LINERS

17. LOOSEN MASK AND REMOVE

18. REMOVE INNER GLOVES USING GLOVE-IN-GLOVE TECHNIQUE
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19. PERFORM HAND WASHING

20. DOFFING PARTNER TAKES AND RECORDS VITAL SIGNS

21. HYDRATE WITH DECAFFEINATED BEVERAGE

22. PROCEED TO PERSONAL SHOWER AND DEBRIEFING